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Content Table 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 3 3 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 I N V A R R ® Elevators and Slings - Battery and Hydraulic Lifts - Stand-Up and Heavy Elevators - Complete assortment of Invacare slingshots® elevators and e
Invacare Elevators® Premier Series Jasmine™ Full Body Lift 3 Invacare® Reliant™ Series 450 Hydraulic Lift 4-5 450 Battery Powered Lift 4,450 Hydraulic Lift 4,450 Lift with Low Base 5,450 Power Lift with Power Opening Low Base 5 Invacare® Reliant Series Accessories™ 6-7 Invacare® Reliant™ Series 600 Heavy-Duty Lift 8-9 Invacare® 2 9805 and
hydraulic elevators 9805P 10-11 Invacare® Premier Series Roze™ Stand-Up Lift 12 Invacare® Reliant™ Series 2350 Stand-Up Elevator 13 Invacare® Get-U-Up Hydraulic Stand-Up Lift 14-15 Slings Invacare® Premier Series Full Body and Stand-Up Lift Slings 16 - 17 Invacare® Reliant™ Series Full Body and Stand-Up Lift Slings 18 -20 Invacare® Premier
Series Jasmine™ Full Body Lift Lift Range This lift works deftly in more difficult situations with a rotating 6-point 360-point hanger bar and a minimum height range of 16.4 which is essential to help residents who may have fallen to the ground. Handling The push handle welcomes any member of staff. And with a aluminium and lighter steel, the control of
movement is simple and without problems. Problem. For caregivers, Jasmine elevators have a battery-powered arrow and a wide-open base, both controlled by the Security hand pendant The spring-loaded stable hanger bar produces an audible tone when the sling is engaged. This assures the caregiver that the sling is securely attached. Optimal
functionality. The invacare elevator® jasmine™ complete body has innovative features that provide safer resident handling in a weight capacity of 500 lbs. Caregivers can count on safer operations and residents with maximum comfort during daily transfers. Beyond that, the Jasmine Elevator skilfully operates in more difficult situations with a 6-point 360-
degree rotating bar and a minimum height range of 16.4 -indispensable Cradle to help residents who may have fallen to the ground. XL Cradle The spring-loaded stable hanger bar produces an audible click when the sling is engaged. This assures the caregiver that the sling is securely attached. This means less stress for the caregiver, a stable transfer for
the resident and less risk of injury for both. Optimized handling is the key to a comfortable transfer. Jasmine Elevators - Scale: JLS5 has a battery-powered boom and a wide-open base, so caregivers can easily walk behind them and wheelchairs can be accommodated in the front. The push handle can accommodate any staff member, and with a lighter
aluminum and steel construction, movement control is simple and easy. Invacare® Jasmine™ Full Body Lift Height at sling hook-up 16.4 - 74.6 Base width OPEN 46.7 width FERME 25.8 height (Clearance) 4.8 length 49 Caster size (front/back) 4.0 Weight capacity 500 lb. Weight off carton 98 lbs. Battery 24V DC (Rechargeable) 2 Shipped with Unit Charger
Entry 100-240V AC Charger Output / Charging Time 29.5 DC Max 6 Hours Low Audio Battery Alarm Yes Anti-Entrapment Engine Safety Devices Limited Elevator Guarantee 3 Years Electronic 2 Years Stop Button Emergency Yes Emergency from Top to Bottom Yes Invacare® Reliant™ 450 Invacare Elevators® Reliant ™ elevators have been designed to
help reduce the risk of back injuries to caregivers and to ensure dignity in handling patients. These high-quality elevators are comfortable, reliable and integral tools for staff and caregivers. Using the elevator for handling patients can help reduce staff injuries, save you money and enhance safety as a priority in your health care facility. Invacare Reliant
Elevators up to 450 lbs, making transfers potentially difficult smoothly for the resident and caregiver. The range of lifts allows easy access to bathtubs, chairs, dressers, floors and beds (with at least 4.5 clearance under the bed). In addition to functional and innovative elevators, Invacare also offers facility assessment plans to further assist your safety
management program. Our comprehensive lifting system also includes in-service training, videos and an ergonomic safety plan. Ergonomic. The goal is to partner with you to reduce costs and protect your staff from injury. The robust and practical design of Reliant elevators provides the solution you need to succeed in your quest for safe and effective health
care. Invacare® Reliant™ 450 Hydraulic Lift Model No. RHL450-1 Low-base adjustable hydraulic mechanism - Pump mechanism allows transfers of up to 450 lbs with minimal effort - Comfortable placement of the handle to facilitate use - Wide base for maximum stability - Low maintenance - Limited warranty includes three years of lift, a year on the pump -
4.5 Under the release of bed 4 Invacare® Reliant™ 450 Battery-Powered Lift with Low Base Model No. RPL450-1 Power with low base - Removable battery recharges easily all night on the wall charging station - Equipped with a quiet, long-life engine - Large lifting range to facilitate transfer -Large base for maximum stability -4.5 Under bed guard - Limited
warranty includes three years on elevator, one year on battery 5 Parts kits available for Invacare® Reliant™ Lifts Description Part No. Touch Paint Dependent 1075222 Reliant Replacement Batteries 1078276 Reliant Swivel Bar Kits 1143629 Description Part No. Extra-large dependent swivel bars 1143630 Reliant low-base replacement kit (manual) 1079810
Reliant sling bag (four packs) 1088911 Invacare® Reliant™ Lift Features Invacare® Reliant™ 450 Power Lift with Power Opening Low Base Model no. RPL450-2 - The removable battery recharges easily at night on a wall charging station - Equipped with a long-life engine - Wide lifting range to facilitate the transfer -Large base for maximum stability -4.5
Under bed clearance - Limited warranty includes three years in elevator, a year on a battery - The height range allows for floor and high surfaces to be lifted - Low-friction wheels significantly improve rollability and contribute to the Caregiver Safety - The removable battery eliminates downtime and simplifies the charging process - Manual lowering for
instantaneous response to power loss - The electronic system includes two 24-volt batteries: one for the elevator, one for the battery charging station; A manual emergency lowering device; and an anti-trapping function if the arrow encounters resistance while lowering - Available with basic power aperture option (model No. RPL450-2) - Multi-stick thrust grip
is tilted to minimize wrist tension - Basic legs adjust easily and lock securely in open position with the padded handle of the shift or the option to Optional - Total pinch point protection covers all moving parts for safety - Swivel bar resurgurable with 360-degree rotation and six-point connection allows the use of Chainless Slings as well as older-style slings with
chains or straps - Attractive neutral design blends well into any environment - Covered base provides protection from wear , dirt and moisture - Made in an ISO13485 installation Ask us about our prevention programme. Invacare® Reliant ™ 450 Lift Lift Specifications Power Lift Power Lift w/ Hydraulic Low Base w/ Low Base Power Opening Base RHL450-1
RPL450-1 RPL45 0-2 Height Maximum at sling hook-up 71 74 74 Minimum at sling hook-up 2524 24 Base height (clearance) 4.4 .5 4.5 4.5 Open Base Width 4141 41 Closed 26.5 26.5 26.5 Base Length 4848 48 Casters Front 33 3 Back 5 5 5 5 Weight Capacity 450 lb 450 lb. 450 lbs. Product weight Off carton 93 lb 106 lb 109 lb. Removable Battery A 24-
volt rechargeable battery sealed X X Charger output 24 volts DC X X Audible low battery alarm X X Elevators per charge: 150-300 X X - Varies with lifting range and charge. The full instructions for elevator use and sling procedures can be found in Invacare's operating manual. Only Invacare slings and accessories should be used on Invacare elevators. Rear
lock brakes - Locking function on rear wheels of 5 is standard on all models Hand pendant - Ergonomic control with rugged cord - Practical pendant hook allows attachment and storage on several lifting areas
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